RASIPHAL 2009
ARIES 2009 HOROSCOPE PREDICTIONS
Those who are born under the Aries sign could expect ordinary results during the beginning of
the year 2009. If you are waiting for any long-awaited promotion, it may not happen in January
2009. Probably, chances of promotion of salary hike would be high from February 2009 to April
2009.
Career, Incomes and Gains
During the beginning of the year, ascendant lord would be transiting in Sagittarius till 27th of January
2009. Later, it will move into Capricorn. Transiting ascendant lord Mars in 9th house may give ordinary
results. But, it shows some differences with boss/seniors and government officers. 5th lord Sun will enter
into Capricorn on 14th of January. It would be a fabulous change of Sun. Mercury will enter into
Sagittarius on 26th of January 2009. Moreover, Venus will also change its sign and it would be transiting
in Pisces from 27th of January 2009.
Nobel Jupiter is already entering in Capricorn. Overall, those who are born under the Aries sign could
expect ordinary results during the beginning of the year. If you are waiting for any long-awaited
promotion, it may not happen in January. Probably, chances of promotion of salary hike would be high
from February to April 2009. Hence, keep patience and don't take hasty decisions. Even there would be
good career opportunities during the middle of the year. Relations with seniors would be improving day
by day. An expansion in reputation is also seen throughout the year. Especially, it might be a good year
for those who are in politics, management, administration, finance industry. Even beginning of the year
would be fantastic for entertainment industry. Overall, till of 14th April 2009, planets are going to give
outstanding outcomes.
During this period, sudden and unexpected gains would be there. Even investments in share market would
be very profitable. From 14th April to 16th of August 2009, difficulties would be on rise. During this
period don't invest your accumulated money into risky ventures or projects. Change in job or work would
be cause of tensions and stress. The period 14th of August to till the end of the year 2009 would be
fabulous. Now, again, circumstances would be revolving in your favor and luck would be sparkling.
Love, Family and Social Life
During the 2009, your family-life will be happy and peaceful; your spouse and children will be very
loving and caring. You will lead a prosperous and happy family-life; there could be a celebration in the
family. The performance of your children will instill a sense of pride and joy in your mind. You may

spend a lot for having some renovations done to your house-building in this year. Your mother may suffer
from some minor ailments. In the year 2009 Chances of a foreign trip may also there. Wedding bells may
ring for those who are still unmarried and looking for a suitable match.
Education and Traveling
During the beginning of the year 2009, retrograded Saturn would be going over the 5th house. Later, it
will move into Virgo on 9th of September. 5th lord Sun is going over the 9th house. The karaka planet of
education, Jupiter is running in 10th house. Overall, above mentioned planetary position is indicating a lot
of troubles in study from January to March. Hence, students are suggested to pay extra attention over the
study. Only your hard work and pre-planning will help you. However, if you will seriously put your
efforts, you may get very encouraging results because Sun and Mars both are transiting in auspicious
houses.
Health

Only minor or avoidable health problems are seen. From April 2009 to May 2009, you must be careful in
relation of health. You need to take timely medicines and proper diet.

